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SPECIAL MESSAGE OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TRANSMITTED DURING THE JOURNEY FROM
BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA, TO PORTO ALEGRE, BRAZIL, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS
DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN DE JESÚS

A reprieve was granted to your Heavenly Mother so that, together with the Most Chaste Heart of
Saint Joseph, I could return daily, as in other cycles, in order to be able to closely accompany the
planetary Calvary and inner Armageddon of My children.

For this reason, we have offered ourselves, myself and Saint Joseph, like in that time of the
presentation of the little Child in the temple. But this time, Our offering was that of Our Sacred
Hearts, and also the supplications and sacrifices of all those who have persisted by my side up to
today, and who have lived the injustice of many painful occurences.

The Eternal Father has permitted Me that, after one year of weekly Messages is over, exactly on
March 2, 2020, your Heavenly Mother may make a transition with Her Beloved Son, and assume
the daily instruction throughout another year, until March 2, 2021.

I want you to know, My children, that My sorrowful maternal Heart not only suffers the horrors of
these current times, but also suffers the abandonment of the children that had an apostolic mission
together with My Son.

In this way, by the grace of this spiritual reprieve, I come today, in a special manner, to announce to
you that these will be My last instructions to humanity, and that, as the year of weekly Messages
conclude, I will no longer communicate written Messages for the Apparitions. I will only come to
the world and to the loving meeting with you, as it has been in the last years, through the meetings
of prayer that are shared worldwide.

I will come throughout another year due to a world emergency and, as Mother, I offered all My gifts
and prayers so that the Celestial Father might grant me this most important Grace.

As from now, I announce this message so that you may know how to value and internally recognize
My last and loving instructions.

I thank you, children, for having prayed a lot with Me today!

Who blesses you,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace

 


